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EP focus on China and AI

11.3.2021

The Delegation for relations with the People's

Republic of China (D-CN) held a meeting on

26 February at which MEPs discussed with

Artificial Intelligence (AI) experts the rapid

advancement, current capabilities and

ultimate ambitions of China on technology

and the many risks related to these

developments.

D-CN Vice-Chair, Evelyne Gebhardt hosted the meeting and welcomed:

China & the AI progress

Mrs Gebhardt, in the Chair, recognised that China has made significant advancement in developing and using AI.

At the same time, she warned about the risks of advanced AI for a free continent as the EU. “The European

system is about values and they need to be respected”, Ms Gebhardt underlined.

Daily problem solving

Dr Samantha Hoffman stressed the fact that the Communist Party of China (the Party) has set its own political

security as the highest priority. Data and technology are part of the Party's objectives and used for daily problem

solving.

In China's smart cities, technology for police, smart electricity grids and traffic control systems can be used to

control citizens further. During COVID-19, various technologies have been used to monitor if citizens respected

curfews and lockdowns. The data was collected for control, propaganda, influencing, military intelligence or pre-

business intelligence abroad.

AI in the world

Senior Analyst at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute, Dr Samantha Hoffman;

Senior Associate Fellow at the Mercator Institute for China Studies, Prof Dr Kristin Shi‐Kupfer;

Senior China Researcher in the Asia Division at Human Rights Watch, Maya Wang.
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Prof Dr Kristin Shi‐Kupfer presented the advancements in AI in the EU, USA and China. According to her statistics,

China is leading in the number of workers in firms piloting AI and data.

She suggested several considerations regarding China as a reference frame for the EU's AI/digital policy:

Know and use China‘s strengths and weaknesses: i.e. dependency on talent and foreign technology;

Attract and retain talent: invest in recruitment schemes and livelihood arrangements for researchers and

entrepreneurs;

Protect against „rule by case/law“ data governance: i.e. draft data security law claims extraterritorial reach

and retaliation against foreign government actions;

Collaborate on research: i.e. more data stored and managed on European soil/servers;

Lead on personal data protection and ethics: Chinese private companies, engineers and experts embrace

stronger protection and care.

Mass surveillance

Senior China Researcher at Human Rights Watch, Maya Wang, warned about the use of biometrics and mass data

on the population in Xinjiang. She argued that the Integrated Joint Operating Platform (IJOP) is capable of

measuring height, colours of cars, identifying people's relations and movements, and spotting irregularities such

as calls abroad, transfers of money, or unusual electricity readings.

The mass surveillance systems are used together with the national ID number (and even iris scans and DNA

samples), allowing public security at any checkpoints to get alerts, stopping or arresting for example based on

social media activity.

In Wang’s opinion, this has a psychological impact on the population, who tries to be extremely careful and avoid

problems. In this sense, she urged the EU to have appropriate legislation on the mass collection and storage of

biometric data.

Next steps on AI

MEPs called for binding international rules in The World Trade Organisation for eCommerce and for the

algorithms used by technologies. Moreover, it was recommended that the EU should cooperate with likeminded

liberal democracies such as Australia, Korea, and Taiwan. D-CN Vice-Chair Gebhardt concluded that it is absolutely

necessary for the EU to be more active - and not only responsive - in this field, including in terms of legislation.

Units in charge:

Delegation for Relations with the People's Republic of China

More information: 

D-CN website  

AI in the EU
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